GUANGZHOU E-CORE -- GREENWAY CONVERGENCE
PROJECT OUTLINE

Guangzhou E-core is an ecological restoration and regulation project for urban redevelopment in Haizhu District
of Guangzhou, China. There used to be ten thousand acres of orchard, numerous crisscrossed rivers and
Lingnan traditional villages. Nowadays it faces problems of environmental pollution and social declining. To
protect the largest ecological heart of the city center, greenway convergence strategy was adopted. The main
points are as follows.
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On basis of the
internal corridors, the
project connects six
external urban
greenways to form
the ecological core
(E-core) and integrate
the urban greenway
system.

Diversification not
only greatly enriches
the urban greenway
system, but also links
important ecological
nodes and enlarges
their urban ecological
functions.

Project transforms the
9.7 kilometers long
viaduct into a public
skypark. Combining
shopping and leisure
entertaiment, its scale
is much bigger than
the High Line of New
York .

To undertake the
former traffic volume,
other lines in south of
the site are selected
and enhanced, which
eliminates the car
pollution and enlarges
the range of the city.

The Green Skyway is
averagely 5 meters
high. On it，people
can enjoy the feelings
of walking in the air
and the beautiful
sceneries of E-core.

By preserving the
ancient villages and
introducing creative
industries, the
Lingnan tradition and
spirits are not only
carried on but also
revived.

E-core connects the Central Axis
Greenway and the Pearl River Greenway
to the north, the Coast Greenway and the
Lotus Mountain Greenway to the south,
which plays an important role in
regulating the climate of Guangzhou,
extending the urban context, improving
the structure of urban space and showing
the image of the city. >>
Inside the E-core area, there
are six types of greenways:
riverside greenway,
wetlands greenway,
elevated greenway,
ancient village greenway,
fruit forest greenway and
tree-lined loop. >>
FRUIT CARNIVAL
The tourism orchards, fruit
supermarkets and glasshouses
allow people the first time taste
the pollution free fruit.

The elevated greenway is reconstructed from the
suspended beltway. On it, the new tour light-rail and the
walk plank road constitute a slow traffic system,
serializing the seven recreational nodes -- orchard life,
ecological exercises, Lingnan culture, wetland scenery,
LOHAS services, farming experience and riverside
leisure together, to meet people’s different needs for
relaxation. The double layers (upper and lower) of
three-dimensional ecological greening become the new
eco-leisure mode continuing Lingnan culture,
innovatively upgrading the modern city life. >>

MARINAS
On the premise of the ecological
capacity, land and water tour lines are
constructed to allow tourist fully go
into the naural environment of E-core.
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Uniting the overlying soil
building and viaduct to
model city terrain and
create a landscape node
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Effect of the Sustainable construction
The elevated greenway has a length of 9700m,
a width of 33m, an average thickness of 1.2m,
and 623 bridge piers with an average height of
5m. Transforming project avoids construction
wastes of about 100 million tons totally. >>
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WET LAND AREA
The pearl river and the Shiliugang
branch integrate and interact to
form the excellent wetland
environment.

Because the beltway stretched across the middle of the
green heart, making serious damages to the integrity of
E-core, the program suspends this section of the road
for motor vehicle service and transforms it into a
landscape park, declaring the end of elevated ways era.
At the same time, the interception loop and the transfer
port for green vehicles are established, to ensure no
pollution inside E-core. >>
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XIAOZHOU VILLAGE
with rich historical resources and
profound cultural deposits

PORT
WET LAND PARK
with pedestrian plank roads,
leisure pavilions, waterside
stages, watch towers and birds
viewing platforms.

The nine ports around the E-core
cascaded alone the road circle, just like
pearls, shining and twinkling. These ports
are designed with the ecological
environment, expressing different
themes, receiving and welcoming
worldwide friends. >>
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SCENE 1: THE
WEST ENTRANCE OF
GREENWAY IN THE AIR

SCENE 2:
PEDESTRAIN MALL
UNDER THE SKYWAY

Here, citizens could get rid
of the worry of the city
living, enjoy the fresh
ecological environment
and participate various
leisure activities.

Theme restaurants, youth
hostels, famous-brand
stores, food street, cafe
bars and wedding photo
galleries are all settled
into the viaduct park,
drawing an cheerful,
energetic and boisterous
picture.

SCENE 3:
XIAOZHOU ARTIST
VILLAGE

SCENE 4: THE
WETLAND AREA

Lingnan art culture is
explored, together with the
traditional dwellings,
painter studios, leisure
mills, galleries and manual
workshops, consisting the
subject area to show the
local special art.

There are various ecology
landscapes within the
wetland area, including
seasonal founder
grassland, reed swamp
pond, thick forest and
birds’ island.

